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Sewing Supplies
· Husqvarna Viking Designer SE
· Red stretch fabric for sweater
· Dark blue stretch fabric for details
· Scraps of four different fabrics and colors
· 40 wt. embroidery thread – red, grey, black and blue
· Regular sewing thread
· Heavy weight sewing thread like Grizzly thread or other topstitching thread
Optional Husqvarna Viking Accessories
· Stretch needle size 75 (411 31 23-01)
· Stretch needle size 90 (411 31 24-01)
· Twin needle size 80, 4 mm (412 03 60-01)
Illu ·DHusqvarna Viking Large Hoop 9.6'' x 6'' (240 x 150 mm) (412 52 71-02)
Illu E
· Husqvarna Viking Tear-Away™ stabilizer ((141 00 05-43)
· Husqvarna Viking Stick-On™ (141 00 05-57)
CUT

Use your favorite sweater pattern and cut out. Do not add any hem at the lower
edge or at the sleeves. If hem is included in the pattern, cut it off at the fold line.
Cut a 10'' x 12'' (25 x 30 cm) piece from the red stretch fabric.
Cut a 1 3/8'' (3.5 cm) wide strip from the dark blue stretch fabric for details on
sleeves and lower edge.
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SEW

Pin the scraps of fabric centered on the red fabric piece. Thread your
Designer SE with topstitching thread on top and regular sewing thread
in the bobbin. Select stretch Medium on your Sewing Advisor. Select
reinforced straight stitch and adjust stitch length to 4.0. Insert a stretch
needle, size 90 and snap on the Smooth Glide Foot H. Place tear away
stabilizer underneath the fabric and sew as illustrated. Illustration A.
As decoration on the sleeve, cut a approx. 2 3/8'' x 3'' (6 x 7 cm) square
Illu A in
red fabric, and a slightly larger square in blue fabric. Pin the blue square with the red on top, on the sleeve. Sew the lower and upper edges.
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EMBROIDER

Hoop Stick-On Stabilizer in the large hoop and score the paper with a
pin to expose the sticky surface. Place the red fabric piece for the front,
centered in the hoop. Insert a stretch needle size 75. Touch the Alphabet menu in Embroidery Mode on your Designer SE and embroider
letters in different fonts with embroidery thread, centered on each fabric
Illu A cut down the fabric to 7.5'' x 10'' (19
piece. Tear away the stabilizer and
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x 25 cm).
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Embroider a letter in the square on the sleeve in the same way.
SEW

Place the fabric piece centered on the front piece and mark around with
a pictogram pen. Remove the fabric piece and mark 3/8'' (1 cm) inside
the previous markings. Cut along the inner markings. Illustration C.
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Pin the embroidered piece covering the hole from the wrong side of
the
front piece. Toggle to Sewing Mode. Rethread with heavy decorative
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thread on top and sewing thread in the bobbin. Insert a stretch needle
size 90 and select reinforced straight stitch. Use presser foot A. Sew the
pinned fabric piece to the front 1/4'' (6 mm) from the cut edge. Illustration D.

Select Stretch Medium and Seam on your Sewing Advisor. Pin and
sew the shoulder seams right sides together. Pin and sew the shoulder
seams wrong sides together so the seams are shown on the right side
with raw edges. Cut down the seam allowances to 1/4'' (6 mm). Insert
a twin needle. Rethread with sewing thread
on top. Select straight stitch
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and rethread with sewing thread on top. Pin the right side of the blue
strips under the hem and the sleeve edges letting approximate 1/4'' (6
mm) show from the right side of the sweater. Stitch 1'' (2.5 cm) from the
sweater raw edge through all layers. Illustration E.
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